


Title: Relief from Gandhara

Period:  Ancient Eastern (Indian)

Art form: Sculpture

Medium: Stone

•  Buddhist sculptures are the most 
voluminous than those of any other religion

•  The aim of Buddhism is release from the 
sufferings of existence by enlightenment 
attained by ridding yourself of all desires and 
through meditation and yoga

•  The frieze depicts the Buddha’s birth, his 
meditation under the Bodhi Tree, his first 
sermon and his death

Relief from Gandhara, late 2nd to early 3rd century 
CE, Dark grey-blue slate, 67cm high.

•  Buddha is the biggest figure– he is represented as a god far removed from human 
joy and sorrow

The word ‘Buddha’ signifies ‘the 
enlightened one’– Buddha is a god



Title: Flying Horse from Wuwei

Period: Ancient Eastern (Chinese)

Art form: Sculpture

Medium: Bronze

•  This sculpture was discovered in Han 
(Ruler from 209 BCE to 220 CE) tombs 
found at Wuwei in Gansu

•  The horse is perfectly balanced on 
one hoof which rests on a flying swallow

•  The horse is stylized and in pose 
representing movement

Flying Horse from Wuwei, China, eastern Han 
dynasty, 2nd century CE, Bronze, (34 x 45cm).

•  The horse was modelled after the ‘celestial’ or ‘blood-sweating’ breed that was 
introduced into China and central Asia around 100 BCE and became a kind of status 
symbol

•  The same tomb contained many other statuettes of the same breed– a sign of the 
high status of the provincial governor that they were buried with



Title: Guo Xi, Early Spring

Period:  Ancient Eastern (Chinese)

Art form: Painting

Medium: Ink on silk

•  While Buddhist art was for the public, 
landscape painting was a private art 
form that was created by elite artists for 
important people in Chinese society

•  Guo Xi thought that landscape painting 
was a way of conveying the natural order 
of things

•  He thought that these paintings could be 
used by city dwellers to enjoy nature 
and the hills and valleys of the landscape 
painting

•  This work is an imaginary view based on 
a close study of trees, rocks and 
streams

Guo Xi, Early Spring, 1072, ink on silk, (1.58x1.08m).



Title: Hoodo, Byodoin Temple

Period:  Ancient Eastern (Japanese)

Art form:  Architecture

Medium:  Wood

•  This temple was built for 
a Fujiwara prince in 1052– 
‘Hoodo’= ‘phoenix hall’

•  During the Fujiwara 
period (895-1185 CE) the 
arts developed a stronger 
Japanese character 
than before

•  This is an elegant piece 
of architecture with roofs 
with uplifted corners 
that float above the 
horizon line

•  The temple was built 
to enshrine an image of 
the Buddha Amida

Hoodo, Byodoin Temple, Uji, near Kyoto, 1052.



Origami -the art of paper folding

•  Origami originated in China 
as "Zhe Zhi" (折纸) in the first 

or second century CE, and it 
reached Japan in the sixth 
century

•  Origami became a significant 
aspect of Japanese ceremony:

•  Samurai warriors 
would exchange gifts adorned 
with noshi, a sort of good luck 
token made of folded strips of 
paper

• Origami butterflies were 
used during the celebration of 
Shinto weddings to 
represent the bride and 
groom


